OVERVIEW

Leanmote is an AI powered engagement and wellbeing platform that aims to help remote employees to have a rich and fulfilling work relationship with their employer, wherever they are in the world. The easy-to-use platform innovates the way teams recognise each other, boosting morale, encouraging engagement within teams and helping to prevent burnout episodes making their work fulfilling and sustainable. Website: https://leanmote.com/

Leanmote has produced a prototype that is being tested with real users. The first MVP will be released to the market in July 2021. This workshop aims to provide an opportunity for brainstorming with attendees to obtain input on the following:
* How to measure and track wellbeing, mental health.
* Transparency of data and non-intrusiveness.
* Key points to make employees feel part of the company.

Diego Giron - CEO - Studied Civil engineering in the Catholic University from Cordoba, Argentina. He found his own construction business at the age of 26, managing more than 160 employees. He was part of the young leader business community of Cordoba in which they reunited for social and entrepreneur purposes. Now he lives in Sydney, Australia. He is a member of Rotary Club of Sydney Cove, and member of the Environment & Sustainability Committee of the District. One of their projects is www.climateandpeace.com.au.

Aliaksei Melnikau - CTO - Aliaksei began writing software applications in school and joined the professional field during his university years. He graduated with honors and holds an M.S. in Computer Science. He has led engineering teams in Expedia, Kronos, Atlassian, and was an ambassador of Specific Group company when they were setting up their US office. In 2018 he moved to Sydney, Australia where he is a part of the Australian Computer Society and actively participates in educating people about the best software practices.

REGISTRATION:
Zoom will be available upon request.